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Abstract

Immersed boundary methods (IBMs) are versatile and efficient computa-
tional techniques to solve flow problems in complex geometric configura-
tions that retain the simplicity and efficiency of Cartesian structuredmeshes.
Although these methods became known in the 1970s and gained credibility
only in the new millennium, they had already been conceived and imple-
mented at the beginning of the 1960s, even if the early computers of those
times did not allow researchers to exploit their potential. Nowadays IBMs
are established numerical schemes employed for the solution of many com-
plex problems in which fluid mechanics may account for only part of the
multiphysics dynamics. Despite the indisputable advantages, these methods
also have drawbacks, and each problem should be carefully analyzed before
deciding which particular IBM implementation is most suitable and whether
additional modeling is necessary. High–Reynolds number flows constitute
one of the main limitations of IBMs owing to the resolution of thin wall
shear layers, which cannot benefit from anisotropic grid refinement at the
boundaries. To alleviate this weakness, researchers have developed IBM-
compliant wall models and local grid refinement strategies, although in these
cases possible pitfalls must also be considered.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Numerical simulations, next to theory and experiments, are considered the third paradigm for the
advancement of science and technology thanks to computer models that are routinely used for
the analysis of complex systems. One of the branches of computational science that has benefited
the most from powerful computers is computational fluid dynamics (CFD) owing to the nonlinear
nature of the governing equations, which restrict the derivation of analytical solutions to overly
simplified configurations. This fact was clearly recognized by John von Neumann, who already in
1940 had written: “Our present analytical methods seem unsuitable for the solution of important
problems arising in connection with nonlinear partial differential equations. . . .The truth of this
statement is particularly striking in the field of fluid dynamics” (Goldstine 1980, pp. 179–80).

In fact, the common strategy of any CFD method is to tessellate the fluid domain into several
discrete elements to transform the original set of partial differential equations into a system of
algebraic equations efficiently tackled by numerical algorithms. For problems of practical inter-
est, however, the presence of complex domains, possibly with elements in relative motion, makes
the discretization step an extremely difficult and time-consuming procedure; the resulting body-
fitted grids are curvilinear and not guaranteed to be orthogonal, thus requiring complex solution
algorithms with significant overhead in the per-cell operation count and reduced precision.

Immersed Boundary Methods (IBMs) have emerged as a strategy to alleviate these issues
and to allow for flow simulations in complex geometric configurations without running into
the difficulties of body-conformal meshes, thus significantly easing the application of CFD to
practical problems. More generally, IBMs encompass a variety of numerical methods aimed
at solving systems of partial differential equations on meshes not conforming to the physical
boundaries; they have been successfully adopted in fields such as solid mechanics (Rangarajan
et al. 2009), electromechanical systems (Andreykiv & Rixen 2009), crack propagation (Möes
et al. 1999), 3D elasticity (Schillinger et al. 2016), and electromagnetic scattering (Alkhateeb &
Tsukerman 2013).

These methods, however, have become especially popular in fluid mechanics, and in the last
two decades the field has grown at an increasing rate without signs of saturation. In Figure 1 we
present the number of scientific publications per year containing the term “immersed boundary”
or “immersed boundaries” in the title, and it is evident that there has been explosive growth since
the start of themillennium.The empirical data fit yieldsN≈ 5t2 (withN the number of entries and
t the year after 2000), indicating a constant acceleration of 10 papers per year squared. Further-
more, as evident from the inset of Figure 1, the interest in IBMs had begun to increase already in
the 1990s, with the first paper dating back to the seminal work by Peskin (1972), in which the term
“immersed boundaries” was first introduced. Indeed, initially only Peskin’s group was active in the
field, with applications to biological flows, and this earned him the title of the Father of Immersed
Boundary. However, starting from the 1990s and stimulated by the growth of computing power,
the application of IBMs has expanded tomany other fields; in 2021 publications in the field include
electromagnetism, turbulent combustion, piezoelectric materials, interface chemistry, multibody
dynamics, and Brownian motion, in addition to the overwhelming fluid dynamic examples.

The main limitation of the above analysis is that the search is limited to “immersed boundary,”
which does not cover all the synonyms referring to analogous methods: embedded boundaries,
immersed interfaces, boundary body forces, penalty methods, and distributed Lagrange multipli-
ers, to give just a few examples. Furthermore, there are also many papers whose titles do not hint
at IBMs at all, and only reading them unveils their real content. When considering all of this ad-
ditional literature, it appears that predecessors of IBMs had been proposed already in the early
1960s, although the primordial computers available by that time prevented an effective use of the
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Figure 1

Number of scientific papers containing “immersed boundary” or “immersed boundaries” in the title by
publication year. The inset shows the same but with the publication year restricted to 1970–2000. The
dashed line is the fit N ≈ 5t2, with t = x − 2000 and x the publication year. Data from Scopus (accessed
January 31, 2022).

methods. A more detailed account of this material and the relations with current techniques are
given in Section 3.

As the popularity of IBMs has increased and the range of applications broadened, review pa-
pers covering relevant aspects of this methodology have also been published. The paper by Peskin
(2002) is concerned with the mathematical structure of the IBM aimed at fluid–structure inter-
actions (FSIs) for biological fluid dynamics. Iaccarino & Verzicco (2003) discussed the use of
IBMs for simulations of turbulent flows in industrial problems and also included examples using
large eddy simulations (LES) and Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) turbulence model-
ing. There are also previous reviews in this journal, such as that by Mittal & Iaccarino (2005), who
described the main techniques used for flows around rigid bodies, moving and at rest, or more
recently that of Griffith & Patankar (2020), who illustrated the latest developments of IBMs with
FSIs for biological systems. Indeed, there is a further review paper in this journal dealing with
IBMs (Peskin 1982), although it is devoted to the fluid mechanics of heart valves, and numerical
methods are brieflymentioned only as a means to study FSIs in the context of cardiovascular flows.

The present review is an attempt to fill the gaps among the various reviews and to give a
complementary account of the subject. By necessity the result is somewhat cross-eyed since it
looks at the past to describe the earliest attempts to develop IBMs before Peskin (1972), as well as
to the future to anticipate the next developments of the method.

Writing this review has required confronting opposing challenges since, on the one hand, the
literature on the origins of IBMs is scarce and access to it is limited. Neither the name “immersed
boundary” nor its numerous synonyms had been coined yet in these earliest works; therefore, a
laborious reading of old reports and forgotten papers has been necessary to unearth the early
history of these ideas.
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On the other hand, as shown in Figure 1, the current scientific publication on IBMs exceeds
2,000 papers per year, and keeping up with everything is impossible. Within this context, making
delimiting choices is unavoidable, and in this review I have decided to focus on the main limitation
of themethod (i.e., near-wall modeling in high–Reynolds number flows) and on itsmost promising
applications—multiphysics problems with active interfaces occurring at small (or micro) scales. In
the next section, we provide a concise description of the method with its main benefits and pitfalls,
which is used as a background for the subsequent discussion.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND BACKGROUND

In this section we summarize the main steps needed to construct an IBM. In order to link the
discussion to a real problem, we consider a relatively simple flow that could be easily handled by
both body-fitted and nonconformal meshes: a sphere of radius R placed at a distance D from a
plane wall and subject to a uniform stream with unperturbed velocity U.

In the standard approach (Figure 2a), a bispherical coordinate system can be employed,

x = a
sin ξ cosφ

cosh η − cos ξ
, y = a

sin ξ sinφ

cosh η − cos ξ
, z = a

sinh η

cosh η − cos ξ
, 1.

such that the sphere is a coordinate surface at constant η = η (with center x = 0, y = 0, z =
a coth η), with radius R = a/ sinh η and distance D = a(cosh η − 1)/ sinh η), while the flat wall is
given by η = 0. In this system, the imposition of boundary conditions is simply achieved by pre-
scribing a variable, or some of its derivatives, on mesh elements with a constant coordinate η,
which is also the wall-normal direction.

On the other hand, the grid of Figure 2b does not conform to the sphere, and several ingredi-
ents are needed in order to enforce boundary conditions on a surface crossing mesh elements in
the middle of the computational domain. The first task is to identify the grid points and classify
them as internal, external, or interface; for a simple geometry like the sphere in Figure 2 this

UU

ba

2R

DD

η = 0η = 0

η = ηη = η

UU

First internal Interface

Types of points
First external (fluid)

Figure 2

Possible spatial discretizations for the flow around a sphere of radius R at a distance D from a flat solid boundary.U is the uniform,
undisturbed horizontal velocity. (a) Body-fitted discretization using bispherical coordinates, with η = 0 giving the flat wall and η = η

the sphere surface. (b) Cartesian discretization for immersed boundaries.
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is straightforward, although the procedure is much more involved for a generic complex object
like a road vehicle ( Jindal et al. 2005), whose geometry cannot be described by simple analytical
relations. In the latter case automatic procedures can be used, and reliability, more than compu-
tational cost, might be an issue, as the procedures are performed only once at the beginning of
the simulation. An efficient strategy, derived from computer graphics and based on a ray-tracing
algorithm, was extensively described by O’Rourke (1998).

After identifying the interface nodes, the second step consists in defining a procedure to enforce
the boundary conditions at the fluid/body interface. Most of IBM methods achieve this goal by
adding, explicitly or implicitly, a volumetric forcing term to the governing equations. For example,
for momentum, in the Navier–Stokes equations,

∂u
∂t

+ u · ∇u = −∇ p
ρ

+ ν∇2u + f , 2.

the term f (x, t ) is dynamically adjusted in space and time to account for the presence of the
immersed body.

There are several possible expressions for f and they depend on the specific IBM technique. A
very broad class of methods relies on a network of material Lagrangian markers, with positionsXi,
distributed over the immersed boundary and subjected to external and internal loads, the former
caused by the hydrodynamic interactions and the latter depending on the boundary deformation.
Each marker is thus subjected to a total forcing Fi, which determines its dynamics (via Newton’s
second law of motion) and the reaction on the flow (via Newton’s third law of motion). How-
ever, since markers are material points, each Fi is localized in space as a Dirac delta function, and
evaluating f as

∑
iFiδ(x − Xi) would produce wiggles and instabilities in the numerical solution.

To avoid this problem we substitute the sharp delta functions by smoother distributions δ̂(x − Xi )
with a finite-size support, which spread Fi over surrounding volumes and distribute f among all the
Eulerian grid points therein. There are various expressions for these regularized delta functions
δ̂, and they are crucial for the smoothness of the solution and conservation properties; examples
are given by Peskin (1972), Saiki & Biringen (1996), and Uhlmann (2005), and a more general
discussion is given by Griffith & Patankar (2020).

In another group of IBMs, often called feedback forcing methods, the local forcing f is com-
puted as a function of the difference between the actual and the desired values of the unknown.
For the momentumEquation 2,with ub the velocity to be imposed at interface nodes, we can write
f = α

∫ t
0 (u − ub) dτ + β (u − ub) (Goldstein et al. 1993, Saiki & Biringen 1996), where α and β are

negative, user-defined parameters whose function is to dynamically drive u to ub at every time step.
This forcing can be considered as an application of the proportional integral derivative control to
the signal error u − ub, and this technique is widely used in many engineering fields (Aström &
Murray 2010).

Penalty methods (Angot et al. 1999, Specklin & Delauré 2018) can be thought of as a partic-
ular case of the feedback approach since the body is treated as a porous volume that produces a
momentum loss inversely proportional to a solidity parameter: In this context, the forcing term
becomes f = (u − ub)/K, which is a feedback control with α = 0 and β = 1/K.

It is easy to show that the combination of the time derivative term of Equation 2 with the feed-
back forcing can be interpreted as a damped oscillator of period T = 2π/

√
−α − β2/4 and time

constant −2/β (α and β are both negative). These quantities must be smaller than the integration
time step if u is to be forced to ub within t, and this imposes a minimum magnitude for α and β.
In principle, the larger the values of these constants the smaller the difference |u − ub|, although
increasing α and β stiffens the equation and makes its integration more difficult. In practice, α

and β are chosen as a compromise between acceptable boundary conditions and integration steps
t; thus, the results are unavoidably affected by user-defined parameters.
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In order to avoid the use of nonobjective quantities, Mohd-Yusof (1997) considered the time-
discrete version of Equation 2 of the form

un+1 − un

t
= RHSn+1/2 + f , 3.

with RHSn + 1/2 containing all the right-hand side of Equation 2 except for the forcing. This equa-
tion can be solved for f once the velocity un + 1 is replaced byub at the interface points.Thismethod
neither requires ad hoc parameters nor alters the time stability of the integration, thus allowing
complex flow simulations at the same cost as that of simple geometry counterparts. Fadlun et al.
(2000) proved that this method retains second-order accuracy and also works in combination with
LES turbulence models, thus largely extending its applicability.

Another key step, common to all IBMs, is the boundary reconstruction, which is needed in
order to satisfy boundary conditions from forced interface points at some distance from the wall.
More in detail, looking at Figure 2b, it is evident that the immersed surface crosses coordinate
lines at positions not coinciding with the location of the unknowns. The situation is therefore that
of Figure 3 with the variable at the interface node A, which must be determined in such a way so
as to satisfy the boundary value at the wallW. As an example, we show one of the simplest choices,
which is to assume a linear expression for the velocity next to the immersed boundary,

u(x, y, z) = ax+ by+ cz+ d, 4.

W
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uDuD
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n

First internal Interface

Types of points
First external (fluid)

Figure 3

A possible arrangement for the boundary reconstruction using a linear interpolation, as in Equation 4. The
open arrows indicate the local velocity vector.
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and to determine the four constants by matching the values in B,C,D, andW; the first three values
come from the solution of Equation 2 on noninterface points, while the last is the wall boundary
condition. Once the coefficients a, b, c, and d are computed, Equation 4 evaluated in A yields the
value of ub to be used in one of the above forcing expressions.Note that the same approach can be
adopted to impose a condition on the derivative at the wall by replacing the Dirichlet boundary
condition with ∇u · r̂|W = φW, with r̂ the generic unit vector at the wall and φW the prescribed
value (for r̂ = n̂, a standard surface flux boundary condition is imposed).

If the interface point is not close enough to the immersed boundary, the linear interpolation of
Equation 4might be too crude andmore accurate reconstructions are necessary.Kang et al. (2009)
proposed quadratic polynomials or quadratic polynomials plus a pressure gradient or momentum
balance effects, while Vannella & Balaras (2009) adopted a very effective moving least-squares
reconstruction to obtain a smooth distribution of surface forces.The common feature of any tech-
nique is that ub can be reconstructed as a combination of surrounding values ub = ∑N

j=1 α ju j , and
that complex interpolating functions entail a large number of valid fluid nodes N, thus extending
the spatial support of the stencil and reducing the local nature of the interpolation.

Despite the necessary tagging, forcing, and reconstruction steps, IBMs have computational ad-
vantages over the body-conformal approach since the resulting numerical method requires fewer
operations and less communication per grid point and IBMs are more compatible with direct
solvers and parallel algorithms. For moving or deforming objects, when a body-fitted grid has to
be deformed or remeshed in time, IBMs become even more convenient, although some of the
above points need additional care. In fact, as the body moves across the fixed grid, the computa-
tional efficiency of node tagging, which must be performed at every time step, becomes key for the
feasibility of the simulation. Cells that change status in a time step (from internal to interface or
external) are another issue since they do not have a valid time history to compute the explicit part
of the fluid dynamics; in these cases variables must be extended from external neighboring points
by extrapolation (Yang & Balaras 2006), and reduced integration time steps are usually employed.
Finally, in the case of deforming boundaries, not only the position but also the shape of the inter-
face is part of the solution: In these FSI problems, time stability is further reduced by added-mass
effects (Borazjani et al. 2008) and by the auxiliary models used to compute the boundary config-
uration (Viola et al. 2020). These aspects have been extensively explained by Griffith & Patankar
(2020) and are not discussed further in this review.

According to the previous section, IBMs have advantages but also drawbacks compared to the
classical body-fitted methods, and as they are strongly problem dependent, each case should be
carefully evaluated before choosing the most convenient approach. The most evident advantage
of conformal meshes is that the imposition of boundary conditions is greatly simplified, as it oc-
curs on coordinate lines without any intermediate step. The possibility of a single wall-normal
direction is another important bonus since the mesh can be refined in the layers adjacent to the
boundaries to properly capture the steep flow gradients at the wall without overloading the rest
of the mesh. Unfortunately, grids like that of Figure 2a are exceptional, and they are unavail-
able for generic complex geometries. For configurations of practical interest, meshes are typically
nonorthogonal—either unstructured or made of separate blocks that require interpolations at
their overlapping regions. Furthermore, even for a simple configuration like that of Figure 2a,
problems arise forD� R (Figure 4a) owing to the coordinate lines squeezed between the sphere
and wall, which make the simulation terminally expensive and the mesh eventually singular for
D → 0. This issue prevents the use of similar meshes in all flows involving the contact of two
bodies, like the wall rebound of a ball in a viscous fluid (Zenit & Hunt 1999), the rolling of a body
on a surface (Pirozzoli et al. 2012), or the closure of a heart valve (Verzicco 2022). IBMs clearly
do not suffer from this limitation, and the decoupling of discretization from geometry yields
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(a) The same discretization as in Figure 2a but for D/R = 0.2; the squeezing of coordinate lines within the gap between sphere and
wall and the concurrent mesh coarsening on the opposite side of the sphere makes the simulation infeasible for D/R → 0. (b) Numerical
simulation of the flow using immersed boundary methods at a Reynolds number Re = UR/ν = 100, with ν the viscosity. Contours are
isolevels of out-of-plane vorticity and values range from −1 (blue) to 1 (red). Overlaid light gray lines are the actual Cartesian mesh.
Note that inside the sphere in panel b a secondary flow has developed since, for this simulation, the inner points have not been forced.

simulations whose computational cost is independent of D. As D tends to 0, however, we face
resolution issues because the number of grid points within the gap is insufficient for an accu-
rate boundary reconstruction. Verzicco & Querzoli (2021) have found that when the fluid layer
between two immersed boundaries is discretized by less than four points, the boundary recon-
structions from the two opposing surfaces interfere and produce inaccurate or even unphysical
results. In this case, however, the local Reynolds number tends to be very small and a lubrication
solution can be used in lieu of an IBM reconstruction (Kempe et al. 2014,Costa et al. 2015, Picano
et al. 2015).

One of the main disadvantages of IBMs is the absence of wall-normal and wall-parallel coor-
dinates, which precludes the possibility of confining the grid refinement within near-wall layers.
In a case like that of Figure 4b, the mesh must be refined in all directions in order to properly
resolve the boundary layers at the sphere surface, and this yields a discretization that is unnecessar-
ily fine in the bulk, where it would not be needed. The problem worsens as the Reynolds number
increases owing to the thinning of the boundary layers, and eventually IBMs become unusable
for high–Reynolds number turbulent flows. In fact, following Pope (2000), in a wall-bounded tur-
bulent flow with a viscous unit δν = ν/uτ (where uτ = √

τw/ρ is the friction velocity and τw the
wall shear stress), the grid spacing in the wall-normal direction can be taken to be proportional to
the distance from the wall itself, which for a body-fitted mesh yields � ∼ η. On the other hand,
in the wall-parallel directions, the grid spacing is proportional to the viscous unit ‖ ∼ δν ; thus,
for a computational domain with dimensions proportional to some large-scale length L and an
empirical correlation L/δν ∼ Re0.9 (Reynolds 1990), the total number of grid points per cubic L
increases as NBF ∼ Re1.8 logRe.

If the mesh is not body fitted, any direction can be normal or tangential to the boundaries and
the node distribution cannot benefit from near-wall clustering; this implies that the spacing must
be proportional to δν in all directions and the total number of nodes per cubic L scales as NIB ∼
Re2.7. Clearly the scaling is unfavorable for IBMs, and even considering the operation count per
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node, which is at least one order of magnitude better for simple meshes than it is for curvilinear
ones (Piomelli 2008), the ratioNIB/NBF ∼ Re0.9 logRe diverges with Re, and IBMs become eventu-
ally unsuitable for high–Reynolds number flows unless additional modeling is implemented at the
wall. Indeed, in several IBM applications to high–Reynolds number flows, local grid refinement
(fine patches of refined mesh) is employed at the immersed surfaces, yielding a milder node count
increase with Re (Durbin & Iaccarino 2002, de Tullio et al. 2007). This point is further discussed
in Section 4 since it entails additional considerations on the numerical integration schemes.

Another issue in the application of IBMs to incompressible flows is the difficulty of
simultaneously imposing exact velocity boundary conditions and interface cells that are lo-
cally divergence-free. In fact, although the forcing f correctly enforces a given velocity via
Equation 2, its value is afterward altered by the projection step onto a solenoidal field, thus gen-
erating slip and transpiration velocities at the immersed boundaries. This issue was recognized
already by Fadlun et al. (2000), who proposed to iterate between Equation 2 and the divergence-
free projection of the fractional step until the maximum error decreases below a given threshold. A
more elegant and computationally efficient approach was proposed byKim et al. (2001),whomod-
ified the mass conservation equation at the interface cells to make them locally divergence-free
at a discrete level. Taira & Colonius (2007) introduced a new formulation in which both pressure
and boundary body force were treated as distributed Lagrange multipliers; the resulting scheme
was algebraically identical to a fractional step but capable of simultaneously satisfying boundary
conditions and local mass conservation. Other clever amendments have been found by Uhlmann
(2005),Kempe&Frölich (2012), and Lačis et al. (2016), although the resultingmethods aremostly
suited for FSIs occurring in particulate flows.

3. THE ORIGINS OF IMMERSED BOUNDARY METHODS

In the introduction we noted that IBMs have become very popular in the last two decades, al-
though they have been used since the early 1970s when, in his seminal paper, Peskin (1972) used
the 2D flow through the native mitral heart valve to show the huge potential of IBMs. The use of
non-body-conformal meshes in CFD, however, is definitely older, and there have been multiple
examples in which research groups have put forward the basic ideas of IBMs since the mid-
1950s,when high-speed electronic computers began to be employed for the solution of differential
equations. Evans & Harlow (1957) applied the particle-in-cell method of Harlow (1957) to 2D
compressible flows and encountered a new difficulty in the use of reflective boundaries to mimic
rigid obstacles. They observed, “with δt small enough to satisfy the accuracy criteria . . .no particle
will ordinarily enter the shaded section [see figure reproduced below as Figure 5a]. The exception
arises when the particle is in the section near the corner outlined by dots . . . [and to] overcome
this [difficulty], a process may be used whereby the new coordinates of the particle . . . are replaced
by . . . , which will remove the particle from the forbidden zone” (p. 26). From this statement and
Figure 5a we recognize that constraints had been conceived to mimic the presence of boundaries
in the middle of the computational domain and that special treatments were used to deal with
sharp corners. Clearly the above technique could be used only for boundaries largely aligned with
coordinate lines, and any inclined surface would have resulted in a stair-step distribution.

This limitation was recognized and corrected by Rich & Blackman (1962), who used a fully
Eulerian finite-difference (fluid-in-cell) method to simulate 2D inviscid compressible flows. They
distinguished configurations such as that in Figure 5a, which they called “barriers at cell bound-
aries,” from that of Figure 5b, which they called “arbitrary linear barriers within a cell.” In the
former case they defined fictitious mesh cells inside the body (nowadays termed ghost cells) to en-
force boundary conditions at the wall, and for the corner cell, two fictitious meshes were used
depending on whether the corner was approached horizontally (i − 1, j → i, j) or vertically
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Figure 5

(a) Detail of the discretization at a sharp corner as described by Evans & Harlow (1957, p. 26). (b) “Arbitrary linear barriers within a
cell” as sketched by Rich & Blackman (1962, p. 38, figure 3). Panels adapted from (a) Evans & Harlow (1957) and (b) Rich & Blackman
(1962).

(i, j + 1 → i, j). For the general case of Figure 5b, 12 configurations were identified and, for
each one, a set of five geometrical quantities, including fluid area and fluid/solid fraction on each
side, was computed to weigh forcing terms of the equations and compute the correct fluxes across
the cell faces. Although the manual cell tagging and the very limited grid resolution restricted the
applications to extremely simplified examples, in retrospect this approach does not differ much
from one of the boundary reconstruction methods proposed by Fadlun et al. (2000), while the
metric term correction at the intersected cell faces looks very similar to the forcing procedure
used by Leonardi et al. (2003) and Orlandi & Leonardi (2006) or to Cartesian cut-cell methods
described by Seo & Mittal (2011).

The work of Gentry et al. (1966) is another important step in IBMs. Starting from Rich &
Blackman (1962), they added flexibility to the use of reflective boundaries (Figure 6a) and recog-
nized that “the use of partial cells can cause difficulty in cases where they are much smaller than

a b

Figure 6

(a) Scheme of immersed boundary/Eulerian grid intersection are reported by Gentry et al. (1966).
(b) Pressure isolines for the interaction of a shock wave with a 30° half-angle cone as obtained by Gentry
et al. (1966) using an immersed boundary method. Panels adapted with permission from Gentry et al. (1966);
copyright 1966 Elsevier.
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full sized cells. Since the maximum value of t is limited for stability and accuracy reasons by
the minimum cell dimension, these small partial cells could lead to prohibitively long calculation
times. Such extremely small partial cells should therefore be avoided whenever possible” (p. 97).
They also included numerical viscosity to stabilize the calculation, and for those cases in which
small partial cells proved to be essential, they implemented a local t reduction, which yielded
smooth and stable solutions as shown in Figure 6b. The problem of small fluid cells emerging
from immersed boundary intersections with Cartesian grids has been evidenced more recently
by Ye et al. (1999) and Chung (2006) in the framework of cut-cell methods, and they suggest the
agglomeration of the smallest cells to their closest neighbors.

Viecelli (1969) presented the first method to deal with incompressible flows bounded by arbi-
trarily curved walls. He modified the marker-and-cell method ofWelch et al. (1966) by “replacing
the relaxation iteration with one in which the pressure in boundary cells is adjusted by an amount
proportional to the scalar product of the particle velocity at the boundary and a unit normal defin-
ing the boundary” (p. 543). In other words, he treated the immersed boundaries as if they were
free surfaces and enforced the no-penetration condition across them by introducing a forcing
term proportional to the flux. Using modern terminology, this is a feedback forcing or a pe-
nalization method with a boundary pressure gradient playing the role of f in Equation 2. The
method was further extended to moving boundaries by Viecelli (1971) using the arbitrary bound-
ary marker-and-cell method, which includes most elements of modern IBMs. In Figure 7a we
show the classification of grid cells as external, fluid, or boundary, which is the cell tagging de-
scribed in the previous section. Viecelli (1971) also reported that “when the boundary is stationary
the (boundary) normals and Eulerian cell flags need to be determined only once at the beginning
of the calculation; however when the boundary is moving it is necessary to regenerate the normals
and cell flags each time the solution is advancedt in time” (p. 126).On the other hand,Figure 7b
shows the procedure used to interpolate Eulerian velocities on a material point of the boundary,
which is clearly a boundary reconstruction.
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(a) Classification of the Eulerian cell with respect to the immersed boundary as represented by Viecelli (1971). (b) Sketch of the
procedures to interpolate velocities at the boundaries taken from Viecelli (1971). The formulas below have been copied and edited to
conform to house style. Panels adapted with permission from Viecelli (1971); copyright 1971 Elsevier.
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Furthermore, for the dynamics of moving, flexible boundaries, Viecelli (1971) proposed to use
“a Lagrangian mesh covering the wall,” and to determine their motion, “one might be solving the
equations of elasticity for the wall deformations produced by the liquid pressure. Or the points
might be given by some prescribed analytic formula for the boundary shape and motion” (p. 124).
The paper goes even further and considers that Lagrangian and Eulerian points do not overlap;
therefore, a convenient representation of the boundary is “to connect successive (Lagrangian)
points with straight lines and find all of the intersections of these line segments with the underlying
Eulerian mesh” (p. 125).

When comparing the content of these old papers with current IBMs,wemust admit that all the
basic ingredients had already been developed by the end of the 1960s and their only problem was
the limited computational power of the available computers, for which 2D simulations on meshes
of 30 × 40 nodes constituted an achievement.

Additionally, the Russian school, following its mathematical tradition, had developed an orig-
inal procedure to integrate partial differential equations on non-body-conformal meshes. Saulev
(1963) considered the model problem of the diffusion equation �(a�u) = −f (with a piecewise
constant diffusion coefficient a) within a domain � around a body B with boundary conditions
u = 0 on the body surface ��, and reformulated it on an extended domain �̂ = � ∪ B. The new
problem read

∇ (aε∇uε ) = − fε on �̂ and uε = 0 on ∂�̂, 5.

with aϵ = a and fϵ = f on � and aϵ = 1 + 1/ϵ and fϵ = 0 on B. Proof was given for ‖ uε − û ‖→ 0
as ϵ approaches 0, with û = u on � and û = 0 on B. Kuznetsov (2001) pointed out that Saulev
(1963) introduced the fictitious domain method for the above problem only for simplicity and
that “extending the formulation to more complex equations, domains, and boundary conditions
would be obvious” (p. 67). He also showed that introducing the distributed Lagrange multiplier
λ = u/ϵ on B for ϵ → 0 reduces the above formulation to the distributed Lagrange multiplier
fictitious domain method proposed by Dihn et al. (1992), thus reconfirming that the main idea of
the IBM had been conceived in the 1960s.

Yanenko (1967) introduced the possibility of solving fluid dynamics equations on non-body-
conformal meshes, which he called “unmatched or incoherent grids” (Figure 8b); after having
explained how to use a fractional-step method to solve flow problems on body-fitted grids (as in
Figure 8a), he explicitly stated that “for incoherent grids additional interpolations are needed in
order to impose boundary conditions at the walls” (p. 67).

Dorodnitsyn & Meller (1971) suggested a method to surrogate the no-slip condition on the
boundary with a more general condition containing a small iterative parameter; although in this
original study it was applied only to 2D problems, in later works the approach was extended to
3D flows (Shokin 2009). Establishing the relation between this method and current IBMs is not
obvious since the scheme has been mostly discussed in terms of its mathematical features; never-
theless, it has also been implemented in computer codes and used to numerically integrate flows
in non-Cartesian geometries.

4. WALL MODELING FOR IMMERSED BOUNDARY METHODS

In most engineering and practical applications, flows develop at high Reynolds numbers and their
direct numerical simulation is practically impossible (Moin & Mahesh 1998). Turbulence models
are therefore needed to parameterize the effects of the small flow scales on the larger ones, and for
unsteady complex flows LES has proven to give accurate results within a computationally tractable
framework. Indeed, IBMs have shown to be compatible with many turbulence models, and their
combination with LES has already been discussed by Iaccarino & Verzicco (2003) and Cristallo
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Representation of “matched” (a) and “unmatched” (b) grids for the flow around a curvilinear object as represented by Yanenko (1967)
on p. 130 and p. 137 of his book. Panels adapted from Yanenko (1967).

& Verzicco (2006). Here, we limit the discussion to the treatment of the near-wall region, which
is a relatively more recent topic and constitutes the real bottleneck for the application of IBMs to
turbulent flow simulations.

The computational requirements for body-conformal meshes have been the subject of detailed
studies, both in previous decades (Chapman 1979, Reynolds 1990) and more recently (Piomelli
2008, Choi & Moin 2012, Bose & Park 2018). Traditionally the flow is divided into two regions,
an inner and outer layer near and far from the walls, respectively, where the size of the smallest
eddies, viscous length δν ∼ LRe−0.9, and Kolmogorov scale ηK ∼ LRe−0.75 decrease at different rates
with the Reynolds number.These relations imply that for increasing Re, the computational load of
the wall region becomes dominating and eventually is the limiting factor. In fact, Piomelli (2008)
has shown that in a boundary layer simulation with a body-fitted mesh, for Re ≈ 104 more than
50% of computational resources are used to resolve the wall region, which represents less than
10% of the flow volume; for Re> 5 × 104 the percentage of grid points in the outer layer becomes
negligible, while the thickness of the boundary layers keeps decreasing according to ∼Re−0.2.

As anticipated at the end of Section 2, the simulation of high–Reynolds number flows using
IBMs is very challenging since they have to cope with thin boundary layers without benefiting
from anisotropic resolution in the wall-normal direction. In fact, while for body-fitted meshes
the choice between wall-resolved and wall-modeled LES is possible, only the latter approach is
feasible for IBMs, as was already recognized by Cristallo & Verzicco (2006) and has been further
discussed and detailed by Cai et al. (2021).

It should be pointed out that in some early applications of LES with IBMs (Verzicco et al.
2000, 2002), no wall models were employed except for a cubic interpolation of the eddy vis-
cosity at the wall (Pope 2000), and yet the results compared favorably with similar experiments
(Figure 9c). In those cases, however, boundaries were largely aligned with coordinate lines and
acceptable near-wall resolution was achieved by stretching the grid along Cartesian directions
(Figure 9a). Furthermore, in those cases flow separations were determined by geometrical sharp
edges (Figure 9b); thus, size and position of recirculations were largely independent of the
Reynolds number.

On the other hand, in the flow of Wang &Moin (2000), the smooth suction side of the hydro-
foil (Figure 10a) produced a completely viscous separation, and the underresolved IBM/LES of
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(a) Nonuniform Cartesian mesh with an immersed 3D model road vehicle. (b) Stream traces of the mean flow on the longitudinal
symmetry plane at Reynolds number Re = UH/ν = 20,000, with ν the viscosity. (c) Vertical profiles of mean streamwise velocity on the
longitudinal symmetry plane at two distances from the base; symbols are experimental results from Khalighi et al. (2001). Panels
adapted with permission from Verzicco et al. (2002); copyright 2022 AIAA.

Tessicini et al. (2002) completelymispredicted the wake dynamics. In fact, the bestmesh they could
afford yielded a wall resolution that varied between around 0 and 60 wall units, and in the latter
case, a geometrical reconstruction procedure (as in Figure 3) was clearly inadequate, as confirmed
by the results in Figure 10b. Another source of inaccuracy was the distance of the first external
node from the wall, which varied randomly from point to point owing to the uneven crossing of
the immersed boundary with the coordinate lines (Figure 11a).

In order to overcome these difficulties, rather than using a geometrical interpolation, Tessicini
et al. (2002) determined the velocity at the first external point from a simplified boundary layer
equation; following Balaras et al. (1996), the near-wall tangential velocity u‖ obeys

∂

∂n

[
(ν + νT)

∂u‖
∂n

]
= F , with F = ∂uτ

∂t
+ ∂u‖u‖

∂τ
+ ∂u‖u⊥

∂n
+ ∂ p

∂τ
, 6.
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(a) Instantaneous snapshot of the flow past a hydrofoil trailing edge. Contours ([−0.2, 1.2], with increment 0.08) show the
instantaneous streamwise velocity. (b) Mean velocity magnitudes. Each profile is shifted rightward by one unit for clarity of
representation. Figure adapted with permission from Tessicini et al. (2002). Abbreviations: IBM, immersed boundary method; LES,
large eddy simulation.
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(a) Intersections of a generic immersed boundary with a Cartesian grid. Points E (red open circles) are used to provide the external
boundary condition to the solution of Equation 6. (b) Detail of the setup for the solution of Equation 6 for one of the first external
points in a background grid with a staggered discretization. Here, h is the distance from point A to the immersed boundary.

where n and τ are the local normal and tangential coordinates, respectively (for the ease of repre-
sentation only the 2D equation has been written). In the context of IBMs, however, coordinates
are neither normal nor tangential to the boundary; thus, from any external point A (Figure 11b),
a wall-normal ray is extended on the opposite side for the same distance h. Since point E gener-
ally does not coincide with a grid node, interpolations are needed to compute its tangential and
normal velocity components, which are used as boundary conditions for Equation 6 integrated
over a 1D refined mesh between E andW. The eddy viscosity νT is obtained by a mixing length
model with near-wall damping: νT = νκn+(1 − e−n+/A )2, with κ = 0.4 and A = 19. Here, n+ =
n/δν is the distance from the wall in viscous units, computed from the instantaneous local friction
velocity. It must be noted that the calculation of νT needs n+, which relies on the friction velocity
uτ . The latter, in turn, is obtained from Equation 6, which contains νT. An iterative procedure
is then required that, starting from a tentative value of uτ (usually the value at the previous time
step), solves simultaneously for Equation 6 and the definition of νT. The term F of Equation 6
contains derivatives along n and τ ; therefore, additional interpolations are required for its evalua-
tion on point E. In order to avoid this step, one often imposes F= 0 in the model, which is termed
an equilibrium stress balance model; this was adopted by Tessicini et al. (2002), with considerably
improved results, as shown in Figure 10b.

It has long been thought that themodel of Equation 6would perform even better if the full term
F were computed—the main reason for using the simple equilibrium stress balance model is that
it reduces to a local ordinary differential equation rather than a full partial differential equation.
There have been also attempts to include single terms of F, especially �p/�τ , which gives the
streamwise pressure gradient and the related boundary layer dynamics. However, Larsson et al.
(2016) have shown that the wall model captures only the inner layer, whose dynamics is much
faster than that of the outer counterpart, and it is thus mostly in equilibrium. Furthermore, the
terms of F are evaluated in the outer layer where, even if they are individually large, they are in
balance, thus yielding a vanishing F and justifying the good performance of the equilibrium stress
balance model.

It is important to note that, in the context of IBMs, there is no control of the distance h of the
first external point; thus, the model has to adjust to it. An important feature of Equation 6 is that
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if the first external point is at a distance from the wall within about 10 viscous units, the model
returns a linear velocity profile that is fully consistent with a boundary reconstruction, such as
that of Equation 4. On the other hand, for more distant points, the solution for the instantaneous
velocity is the logarithmic law of the wall.

Since the initial attempt of Tessicini et al. (2002), several improvements and generalizations
have been suggested, discussed, and validated in many papers. Roman et al. (2009) used a geomet-
rical arrangement similar to that of Figure 11b, although their point E was fixed along the wall
normal as the closest mode to the first external fluid node. For h < 11δν , they computed the tan-
gential velocity in A as uτ (A) = (uτ )2h/ν, as suggested by the viscous sublayer dynamics, while for
larger distances the logarithmic law of the wall, matching uτ (E), was employed. In the latter case,
the normal velocity component u� was also needed in A, and this was computed by a quadratic in-
terpolation between the wall and E. In the same paper the authors noted that reconstructing only
the velocity at point A was not enough since the eddy viscosity νT was also needed to compute
the correct viscous fluxes at the cells next to the immersed surface. Again, they separated the case
h< 11δν , where we have νT = 0, from farther points, for which a RANS-like mixing length model
was used. Using this model the authors were able to compute first- and second-order statistics for
the turbulent channel flow up to Reτ = 2,000.

Chen et al. (2014) proposed a wall model that is essentially that of Equation 6 after eliminating
the convective term from F ; the wall-normal velocity was instead obtained by integration of the
mass conservation.The peculiarity of this model is that only the wall shear stress is provided to the
external LES, while velocities are not directly affected by the model. Among several validations,
particularly significant are good results for the turbulent flow in a channel with periodic smooth
hills at Re = 10,595 since it proves that the model can work with favorable and adverse pressure
gradients and in the presence of massive separations.

A slightly different method was suggested by Kang (2015), who solved the equilibrium stress
model near the immersed boundary to obtain a turbulent viscosity that, in turn, was interpolated
to obtain the correct total shear stress. The method performed well for turbulent channel and
pipe flows, although the effect of pressure gradients and the compliance with complex geometries
were not assessed.

A novel approach for wall modeling in LESwas tested by Yang et al. (2015) based on the integral
boundary layer equation of von Karman and Pohlhausen; in this case, rather than numerically
integrate a simplified boundary layer equation, one must assume a velocity profile and determine
its coefficients by matching physical constraints. The authors showed that the model combines a
Reynolds-independent computational cost with the possibility of handling resolved and subgrid
roughness, thus making it particularly appealing for such applications as atmospheric boundary
layers of flows over complex rough surfaces.

The implementation of Dhamankar et al. (2016) essentially relies on the law of the wall for the
time-averaged mean wall-tangential velocity profile given by Reichardt (1951), although it also
includes interesting peculiarities. For example, with reference to Figure 11b, the authors skipped
all first external pointsA to avoid the accuracy issues related to the wall distance variation along the
surface. Accordingly, regardless of points A, nodes E, termed matching points, were always placed
at a distance of about three grid spacings to assure that the surrounding mesh contained only valid
fluid nodes and that the points themselves were well within the log-layer. Additionally, in this case
an iterative procedure was needed to compute the wall shear stress from the velocity profile, which
contains variables in wall units. The authors extended the model also to compressible flows by
applying the van Driest transformation for the tangential velocity (Gatski & Bonnet 2013) and
the Crocco–Busemann relation for the wall temperature (White 2006).
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Visualizations of the flow around a rudimentary landing gear simulated by an immersed boundary method (IBM) with delayed detached
eddy simulation (DDES) turbulence modeling. (a) Contours of streamwise velocity in the vertical symmetry plane. (b) Surface
distribution of the sound pressure level (SPL) in decibels; values range from 100 dB (blue) to 150 dB (red). (c) Surface pressure frequency
spectrum at the backward face of the rear wheel. The red line is the IBM-DDES, and the blue line is the body-fitted DDES.
Figure adapted with permission from Bernardini et al. (2016); copyright 2016 Elsevier.

Dhamankar et al. (2016) considered the wall model applicable only in attached boundary layer
regions, while flows of industrial relevance are very likely to have separations. For this reason
Bernardini et al. (2016) developed a simple and effective wall model that was successfully ap-
plied to several test cases, including rudimentary landing gear, for which the results were in good
agreement with a reference experiment and other numerical simulations on body-fitted meshes
(Figure 12). Additionally, for this model an arrangement like that of Figure 11b was used, al-
though the distance from the wall of nodes E (therein called reflected nodes) was always the same
and fixed as the maximum among all reflected nodes. The main novelty of this model was that the
equilibrium stress balance model of Equation 6 was integrated consistently with the outer turbu-
lence model in order to alleviate the strong dependence of the numerical results on the location of
the first off-wall grid node, which is particularly annoying for IBMs. Since the benchmark of the
rudimentary landing gear was performed at Re = 106 and at Mach number M = 0.2, compress-
ibility effects were also considered and the Crocco–Busemann relation for the wall temperature
was used.

Although all the models discussed above have been implemented in LES or delayed detached
eddy simulations, for which the wall resolution is the most computationally demanding part, a
comparable amount of work has been devoted to RANS simulations, the first attempts of which
are as old as those of LES.

Kalitzin et al. (2003) developed an IBM-compatible version of the k–ω RANS model (Wilcox
1993) by observing that ω ∼ n−2 holds next to the wall and that a linear boundary reconstruction
would be inaccurate. However, a change of variable in the form g = 1/

√
β∗ω, with β∗ a model

constant, yielded g ∼ n at the wall, and the same reconstruction procedure used for velocity com-
ponents could be applied to g. As the near-wall resolution was not yet sufficient, an additional
wall model was obtained by prescribing the tangential flow velocity, at a constant distance from
the immersed boundary, using a precompiled look-up table obtained from a Reichardt expression
(Reichardt 1951). A similar approach was adopted by de Tullio et al. (2007), who included a semi-
structured local grid refinement (Durbin & Iaccarino 2002) to capture thin boundary layers and
discontinuities, like shocks, of supersonic flows.
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Capizzano (2011) also used the k–g turbulence model of Kalitzin et al. (2003), but for the near-
wall region resolved a boundary layer equation like Equation 6 with only the pressure gradient
term in F. They obtained results in very good agreement with experiments and body-fitted simu-
lations several 2D and 3D flows around airfoil and wings. It should be pointed out, however, that
the simulations of flows atM = 0.8 and Re = 4 × 106 were possible thanks to a fully unstructured
mesh that allowed for aggressively anisotropic local grid refinements; this approach is intermedi-
ate between body-conformal and pure IBMs since it avoids the generation of a grid fitted to the
body but maintains a considerable computational overhead due to the unstructured discretization
(Piomelli 2008).

Major improvements have recently been introduced by Cai et al. (2021) to avoid spurious os-
cillations of pressure and shear stress at the wall. To mitigate interpolation errors related to the
variable distance of the first external node, they suggested interpolating the friction velocity,which
varies much less than raw velocity next to the wall. They also discarded the idea of using auxiliary
interpolation points in favor of the existing fluid points intersecting a wall-parallel plane. Further-
more, advanced interpolation schemes were used to compute velocity gradients and, similarly to
Bernardini et al. (2016), enforce an eddy viscosity at the cells near the wall consistent with the
outer-flow turbulence model. Very good results were obtained for several benchmarks, including
a complex 3D wing with a slat and flap at Re ≈ 4 × 106 andM = 0.2. An important point of these
results is the coupling of IBM and wall modeling with a lattice Boltzmann method, which allowed
for local grid refinement next to the immersed boundaries, thus facilitating the resolution of steep
wall gradients.

Comparing the wall models for LES with wall models for RANS, it appears that the latter
are always combined with anisotropic local grid refinement, which greatly simplifies the near-
wall treatment for IBMs, while the former very seldom rely on it. The reason for this difference
is that locally refined grid patches introduce discontinuities in the grid spacing at their bound-
aries (Figure 13a), which produce spurious numerical stresses. This is not much of a problem for
RANS simulations, which are usually run using upwind discretizations whose numerical viscos-
ity tends to diffuse spurious stresses and prevents them from spoiling the numerical solution. In
contrast, for LES, the only additional dissipation has to come from the subgrid-scale model and

a b c

Figure 13

(a) Section in the symmetry plane of a Cartesian mesh with local grid refinements for a Pratt & Whitney combustor. Panel adapted
with permission from Iaccarino & Ham (2005). (b) Large eddy simulation with dynamic Smagorinsky model for the flow around a
sphere at a distance D = 4R, with R the sphere radius, from a solid wall at Reynolds number Re = UR/ν =1,000, with U the uniform
horizontal velocity and ν the viscosity. Color contours show the vertical symmetry section of out-of-plane vorticity, with values ranging
from −1 (blue) to 1 (red). Overlaid light gray lines are the actual Cartesian mesh. (c) The same as panel b except for the mesh, which has
been abruptly coarsened at the boundaries of the two windows indicated by the thick dashed lines. Note that the wall resolution at the
sphere surface and at the lower solid boundaries is the same as that for panel b.
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central nondissipative discretizations are mandatory (Mittal & Moin 1997); in this case, discon-
tinuities in the mesh distribution produce a footprint in the flow of wiggles and unphysical flow
structures. This is shown in Figures 13b,c, where the flow around a sphere next to a flat wall at
Re= 1,000 has been simulated by a staggered, second-order central finite-difference discretization
and a dynamic subgrid-scale LES model. In Figure 13b the mesh is smoothly stretched next to
the (immersed) sphere and the solid wall, while in Figure 13c two refinement levels are obtained
by coarsening the mesh, as would be done by a local grid refinement. The comparison of the two
flows shows that, despite identical grid resolution at the boundaries, in the latter case the flow is
largely contaminated by numerical wiggles that, although originating at the mesh discontinuities,
spread to the surrounding regions even with smooth and fine meshes.

It might be pointed out that, once a local refinement procedure has been implemented, the
same strategy could be used to describe the most relevant flow structures far from the boundaries,
thus avoiding the issues seen in Figure 13c. Indeed, this has been proposed in many studies; as
an example we mention Antepara et al. (2013), who dynamically refined and coarsened the mesh,
depending on the local flow gradients, for the flow around a square cylinder at Re= 22,000.How-
ever, given the strongly unsteady wake dynamics, the spatial location of the intense vorticity layers
presumably varied in time; therefore, such an adaptive mesh refinement would require frequent
remeshing and interpolations, which considerably add to the computational load.

5. IMMERSED BOUNDARY METHODS FOR MULTIPHYSICS FLOWS

The same procedures described in Section 2 for momentum can be applied to other convection–
diffusion–reaction equations to model different dynamics or multiphysics phenomena, and in
recent years, IBMs have indeed spread from fluid dynamics to many related topics.

Among the first applications is conjugate heat transfer in which, in addition to momentum, the
temperature equation is forced using IBMs to satisfy temperature or heat flux boundary conditions
(Verzicco 2002, 2004; Iaccarino & Moreau 2006). An illustrative example is given in Figure 14a,
which shows an actual laboratory setup to study turbulent thermal convection.The aim is tomimic
Rayleigh–Bénard convection; therefore, the working fluid is vertically bounded by high thermal
conductivity metal plates (usually copper) at different temperatures and laterally confined by a
low-conductivity wall (in this case, Plexiglas). External thermal shields are actively maintained at
themean flow temperature to prevent parasitic heat currents, and a layer of open-cell foam inhibits
external convection to allow for large pressure variations (Ahlers et al. 2009).

Using IBMs, this setup is modeled by the Boussinesq equations (in which only the buoyancy
term is affected by temperature-induced density variations ρ):

∂u
∂t

+ u · ∇u = −∇ p
ρ

+ ν∇2u + g
ρ

ρ
+ f + f ′, ∇ · u = 0, 7.

∂T
∂t

+ u · ∇T = ∇ · (λ∇T )
ρC

+ k,

with T, λ, and C the temperature, thermal conductivity, and specific heat, respectively. The IBM
term f enforces zero velocity inside the solid volumes, while f ′ = −u/Kmodels the porous convec-
tion within the foam through the porosity K (Navier–Stokes–Brinkman equation). On the other
hand, in the temperature equation, a new IBM term k is used to enforce a constant tempera-
ture within the thermal shields, whereas the position-dependent material properties (ρ, λ, and C)
provide the correct conjugate heat transfer solution (Stevens et al. 2014).

Among many others, some additional recent applications of IBMs to conjugate heat transfer
problems include complex porous structures (Das et al. 2018), turbine blade cooling (Tafti et al.
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(a) A realistic setup for the study of thermal convection in a laboratory experiment, as inspired by the U-boot apparatus described by
Ahlers et al. (2009), who used sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) as the working fluid. A cylindrical fluid sample (h ≤ z ≤ h + H and 0 ≤ r ≤ Rf) is
vertically bounded by two copper plates of thickness h, the lower with the dry surface at temperature Th and the upper at temperature
Tc (with Th > Tc). The sidewall is a Plexiglas hollow cylinder of thickness Rw − Rf directly in contact with the copper plates. Within
the Boussinesq approximation the system attains the mean temperature of Tm = (Th + Tc)/2; therefore, to prevent heat leakage some
thermal shields are actively maintained at a constant temperature Ts = Tm. Finally, parasitic external convection (Ahlers et al. 2009)
next to the side wall is inhibited by an open-cell foam, which allows one to vary the mean pressure of the system without changing
volume. The temperature boundary condition external to the foam can be either zero heat flux (if additional isolation is provided) or
the ambient temperature (otherwise). (b) Instantaneous temperature distribution in a vertical plane through the axis, obtained by direct
numerical simulation, as described by Stevens et al. (2014) for Rayleigh number Ra = 108 and Prandtl number Pr = 0.7. Temperature is
normalized so that it ranges in the interval [0, 1] at the plates, respectively.

2014), and radiative heat transfer in complex domains with opaque and transparent media (Lapka
& Furmański 2017).

Another productive IBM field is that of active surfaces, which includes chemical reactions,
mass transfer with phase change, and electrolysis. The basic idea is that in any scalar convection–
diffusion equation, like that for temperature in Equation 7, space- and time-dependent forcing
terms can be prescribed over an immersed interface to enforce a specific physical mechanism.
For example, using IBM forcing in the diffusion equation for a gas in a liquid, Zhu et al. (2018)
were able to recover the analytical Epstein–Plesset solution for the growth or shrinkage of an
isolated bubble in a quiescent fluid and reproduced the Ostwald ripening process of two pinned
or unpinned bubbles on a solid surface. The same scheme was then used to study the diffusive
interaction of multiple diffusive nanobubbles. Bao et al. (2018) extended the previous study by
considering an array of surface droplets and their inhomogeneous dissolution when swept by a
wall-parallel flow. Sepahi et al. (2022) analyzed the effect of buoyancy-driven convection on the
growth and dissolution of bubbles on electrodes during water electrolysis.

It is important to note that, despite the complex phenomena at the interfaces and their time-
dependent shape and position, the size of these droplets and bubbles is usually of the order of
millimeters or less; therefore, the flow Reynolds number is very small and all of the issues related
to turbulence and wall modeling of the previous section are avoided. This opens new possibilities
to the application of IBMs in fields like microfluidics or miniaturized devices, in which the flow is
laminar and smooth and wall resolution is not an issue.
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On larger spatial scales, Lu et al. (2018) simulated the flow through a dense columnar array of
hundreds of particles to mimic a bead reactor; on each particle an exothermic reaction took place
and heat and mass transport was coupled with the fluid phase.

Capizzano & Iuliano (2014) and Lavoie et al. (2021) have used IBMs to simulate in-flight ice
accretion over wings since in the standard body-fitted approach, the generation of highly nontriv-
ial grids are repeated several times during the flow evolution. Indeed, in these works the focus is
mostly on the Eulerian transport of water droplets, while the thermodynamics of phase change is
more crude.On the other hand, in a successive study,Lavoie et al. (2022) modeled the ice accretion
phenomena by a level set method.

Blais & Ilinca (2018) and Huang et al. (2021) used IBMs to study phase changes at an evolving
interface. They simulated the Stefan problem and therefore included the dissolution and melting
of solid phases caused by the interaction with the surrounding flow.

Design optimization in fluid mechanics (Mohammadi & Pironneau 2004) is another field in
which IBMs are gaining popularity owing to the possibility of deforming a reference geometry
without needing to make a new mesh or deform an existing one.

Sethian & Wiegmann (2000) applied an IBM-like method to optimize just solid structures
with respect to an internal stress distribution, while Chaudhuri et al. (2011) and Gobal &Grandhi
(2017) used a similar approach for shock–obstacle interactions and high-fidelity aerodynamic
shape optimizations, respectively. Zheng et al. (2013) and Jenkins & Maute (2016) used IBMs
for optimization with FSIs, where the IBM approach is even more convenient on account of the
strong coupling between flow and boundary dynamics, which results in iterative corrections.

Before concluding this section we wish to briefly mention additional applications to FSIs,
which perhaps constitute the fastest-growing IBM field; in fact, when the boundaries undergo
large deformations or displacements, IBMs avoid the computationally expensive tasks of grid de-
formation or remeshing (Goza & Colonius 2017). The reader is referred to Griffith & Patankar
(2020) for a dedicated review on this topic. That review, however, mainly discusses the application
of IBMs/FSIs to simulations of biological and biomedical flows, while these techniques can also
be applied to particle-laden (Breugen 2012) and bubbly (Spandan et al. 2017, 2018) flows, soft
particles in non-Newtonian fluids (Saadat et al. 2018), energy harvesting (Lahooti & Kim 2019),
supersonic parachute inflation during Mars landing (Huang et al. 2020), and industrial processes
(Favier et al. 2014).

A final point worth mentioning is that IBMs were initially developed for compressible flows
(Gentry et al. 1966),which required numerical viscosity to stabilize the calculation; aftermore than
50 years it seems that the situation has not really changed and artificial viscosity is still being used to
prevent the onset of wiggles resulting from IBMs. Improvements in the implementation of IBMs
in wave-dominated problems are indeed necessary, especially for compressible flows with LES
modeling, in which the eddy viscosity is overhung by the artificial counterpart, with a resulting
possible reduction in accuracy.

6. CLOSING REMARKS

IBMs have gained popularity and credibility as efficient numerical techniques for the solution of
complex geometry flows using simple Cartesianmeshes.The number of scientific papers involving
this subject has continuously grown over the last two decades with a constant acceleration (of
10 papers per year squared) that does not show signs of saturation or slowing down.

A few review papers on IBMs have been written already, which either focus on specific aspects
of the subject or do not cover recent applications. This review is an attempt to account for the
latest developments in the field of IBMs and to fill in some of the gaps left from previous reviews.
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After a brief summary of the main features of the method and its benefits and pitfalls, we
described the origins of IBMs in little known literature.We then discussed the main limitation of
IBMs (the simulation of high–Reynolds number flows) and how this limitation can be handled by
implementing suitable wall models. Finally, we attempted to present some of the fields in which
IBMs are being newly applied—although, given the huge number of papers and the variety of
problems in this area, the selection is necessarily incomplete and biased by personal taste.

SUMMARY POINTS

1. Most of the key ideas on immersed boundary methods had been conceived and imple-
mented already in the 1960s, but the limited computational power of the computers of
those times did not allow researchers to exploit their potential.

2. High–Reynolds number flows are themain limitation of immersed boundarymethods, as
their thin wall shear layers cannot be properly resolved by anisotropic grid refinement in
the wall-normal direction; the problem can be alleviated by implementing suitable wall
models.

3. All wall models for immersed boundary methods derive from the application of the thin
boundary layer approximation at the wall. Different implementations, coupling with the
numerical method and consistency with outer layer turbulence model, however, have
been shown to affect the quality and reliability of the results.

4. Recent developments in microfluidics, miniaturized devices, and active interfaces have
opened new opportunities for immersed boundary methods. Indeed, heat and mass
transfer, phase changes, and chemical reactions can be handled using the available
forcing schemes, while the small spatial dimensions and reduced velocities avoid the
high–Reynolds number limitation described above.
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